and skin and tissue trouble are the most frequent diseases of patients who visited public healthcare centers from 2003 to 2005. To provide better medical services in terms of prevention and treatment of most frequent diseases, it is required to inform patients of precautionary measures according to their foreseeable diseases.
Having discussed with the staffs of a public healthcare center located in the north of Seoul, Korea, we decided to analyze the center's patients data accumulated from January 1, 2007 till June 24, 2008 , with a purpose to find answers to the following research questions: 1) Can we predict whether a patient will revisit the public healthcare center?; 2) Can we suggest foreseeable diseases to patients who revisit the center? Answers to these questions will be helpful in improving managerial efficiency of the center and providing a better medical service to the patients by suggesting precautionary measure to them.
As a means to provide an answer to the first question, we first applied five classification algorithms (i.e., decision tree [DT] , artificial neural network [ANN] , logistic regression [LR], Bayesian networks [BN] , and Naïve Bayes [NB] ) and stacking-bagging (SB) method proposed in this study to building classification models. To solve the second research question, we performed sequential pattern analysis with a purpose to identify foreseeable diseases of revisiting patients. All the details about these experiments are given later in section 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we reviewed previous researches which make use of classification or sequential pattern analysis in medical or healthcare domain. Section 3 describes our research method, including description of data, overall structure of our experiments, pre-processing and variable selection, and the experiments we carried out. Section 4 explains the results of our experiments and compares them. In section 5, we conclude the paper with a summary, implication of the research results and limitations.
Literature Review
Increasing use of data mining techniques can be found in a wide variety of areas such as finance, retail markets, telecommunication, medical area, and so on [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Previous research has shown that data mining techniques can be used to elicit untapped useful knowledge from large medical datasets [11, 12] . This section reviews previous research which utilizes classification or sequential pattern analysis for various tasks in medical or healthcare domain.
Classification tasks have been carried out for various purposes in medical or healthcare domain. Choi et al. [13] pro-posed a hybrid model by combining the artificial neural network and Bayesian network to predict 5-year survival rates for breast cancer. Diri and Albayrak [14] adopted Bayesian network, k-nearest neighbor, k-means, and self-organizing map to classify the thyroid gland patients into 3 classes (hyperthyroidism, hypothyroidism, and euthyroidism class). Phillips-Wren et al. [15] used 3 data mining techniquesdecision tree, logistic regression, and artificial neural network -to predict whether a lung cancer patient will visit the medical oncologist or not. Chang and Chen [16] used decision tree and artificial neural network to predict 6 types of skin diseases in dermatology. Lee and Shih [17] investigated the potential of artificial neural network in recognizing profitable customers for the operation of dental clinics, and compared accuracy of artificial neural network with that of discriminant analysis. Polat et al. [18] used decision tree in order to classify healthy and macular diseased subjects. Ture et al. [19] used 6 decision tree algorithms -classification and regression tree, chi-squared automatic interaction detector, quick, unbiased and efficient statistical tree, iterative dichotomiser 3, commercial 4.5 (C4.5), commercial 5.0 and cox regression to predict the disease-free survival in breast cancer patients. Wu et al. [9] in their study adopted Naïve Bayes, decision tree, and artificial neural network to develop a predictive model for protein thermostability based on sequence and structural features. Chang et al. [20] implemented a support vector machine based system to automatically identify the health related information on the webs. Kang et al. [21] developed 2 artificial neural network models and 2 classification and regression tree to predict both the total amount of hospital charges and the amount of expenses paid by the insurance of cancer patients.
Another data mining technique that is useful for the analysis of medical or healthcare data is sequential pattern analysis, for one disease may be progressed into another in many cases. Exarchos et al. [22] analyzed protein sequence and classify proteins into the folds. That is, they extracted sequential patterns of proteins, which were then used to classify the unknown proteins. Chiang et al. [23] extracted interaction patterns between genes obtained from biomedical documents. To be specific, this study developed a new sequential pattern mining method to mine meaningful rules that describe the kinds of morphological features that can appear before and after the name of gene in documents. Ryan [24] examined sequences of health-related behaviors from a small village in Cameroon. One of the findings from their study is that residents' first use delay of treatments as a strategy in the decision making process, then rely on homebased treatments and then seek treatment from outside the compound. Lasker [25] identified patients' disease on the basis of their sequential symptoms. When patients have one of the foreseeable diseases, each of these diseases may be confirmed by specific sequential symptoms. Lin et al. [26] developed a sequential data mining technique which is helpful to organize patient care activities, to diminish practice variations, and to minimize delays in treatments for the purpose of facilitating the continuous improvement of assigning more suitable clinical paths to brain stroke patients. Concaro et al. [27] exploited sequential pattern analysis to discover frequent sequential and association patterns of diagnoses shared by United States hospitals. In addition, sequential patterns identified can provide a descriptive scenario of the temporal advance of the most frequent healthcare episodes during the year. On the other hand, association patterns not only describe sets of synchronized event, but also suggest potential associations between involved diseases.
From the literature review, it can be seen that more and more analysis of medical or healthcare data are analyzed using data mining techniques for classification or prediction tasks to derive knowledge that can be used for decision making in medical or healthcare domain. In this study, we also applied classification algorithms and ensemble techniques to building a model to classify patients of a public healthcare center into re-visitor or into one-time visitor, and applied sequential pattern analysis technique to identifying foreseeable diseases of revisiting patients.
II. Methods

Data
The data used in this study were provided by a public healthcare center of Korea, after removing confidential information. The original database of public healthcare center contains 20 relations which include such tables as resident master, application, receipt, prescription, judgment, blood pressure, vaccination, pregnant, child, and so on. The entire data covers the period from January 1, 2007 till June 24, 2008 (18 months) and includes 39,388 instances. We eliminated duplicate samples or those with many missing values, and finally we obtained remaining 7,057 samples.
Research Architecture
Our research architecture shows 2 streams of research activities. One is to build classification models of revisiting patients and the other is to find sequential patterns of diseases. Prior to the classification task, we preprocessed the data, and selected variables to be used in our study. Then, in the first stage of classification task, we used 5 classification doi: 10.4258/hir.2010.16.2.67 www.e-hir.org Keunho Choi et al techniques such as decision tree, artificial neural networks, logistic regression, Bayesian networks, and Naïve Bayes to build plain classification models and compared them based on the results obtained from cross-validation. In the second stage of classification task, we applied both stacking and bagging techniques to the base classification models to get more reliable results. And then, we compared the classification accuracy of the plain models obtained in the first stage with that of the ensemble model obtained in the second stage, to find a classification technique most suitable for predicting patient' revisit. On the other hand, for sequential pattern analysis, we preprocessed the data, and utilized sequential pattern mining technique to find sequential patterns among the diseases of revisiting patients. After verifying the sequential patterns, we obtained meaningful ones that can be used to predict foreseeable diseases of revisiting patients and then to provide them with adequate precautionary measures.
Experiments for Classification Task
1) Preprocessing
We examined whether a patient revisited the public healthcare center in 3, 6 or 12 months after his or her first visit to create a target field, revisit, which is a Boolean variable. Therefore, 3 datasets were prepared from the original dataset to build 3 classification models, one to tell whether a patient will revisit in 3 months (called 3M dataset from now on), another in 6 months (6M dataset), and the third in 12 months (12M dataset), respectively. 3M dataset includes 1,464, 6M dataset 1,289, and 12M dataset 1,001 instances, with duplicate revisiting patient data being deleted. The portion of revisiting patients in 3M, 6M, and 12M datasets accounted for 41.12%, 50.04%, and 67.03%, respectively. Finally, we adjusted the 3M (1,204 instances) datasets by under-sampling and 12M (1,342 instances) datasets by over-sampling so that the portion of revisiting patients becomes almost 50%, as in 6M dataset.
2) Variable selection Many variables have been used in the previous researches to predict whether patients will revisit a public healthcare center or not. Phillips-Wren et al. [15] used both sociodemographic and clinical characteristic data in their study to predict whether a lung cancer patient will visit the medical oncologist or not. These variables indicate patient conditions, demographics, and treatments. They have been validated in various healthcare-related studies [15, 28, 29] . Distance and treatment cost also are reported that they also affect the possibility of visit [30] [31] [32] .
For our classification task, we have discussed with the staffs of a public healthcare center and reviewed previous healthcare-related studies [15, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Through the above discussion and literature review, we chose 10 input variables (i.e., gender, age, zip code, insurance bill, personal burden, insurance type, period of prescription, name of disease, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure) from 5 tables of our database, and added a new variable, distance, derived from patient' address. As a target variable, we used patient's revisit. Table 1 shows description of variables for classification analysis. We took the wrapper approach to decide a final set of variables with stepwise backward elimination, while each plain classification algorithm was used to evaluate each set of variables, which is explained further in the next section.
3) Plain classification models To conduct our classification task, we used Weka ver. 3.6 (open source software) as a data mining tool, which is widely used for various data analysis. We evaluated 11 input variables using Gain Ratio attribute evaluator based on ranker search method, to select more influential variables when predicting the target variable. Table 2 shows the importance ranking of input variables in each dataset. Personal burden, With the ordered list of input variables, we adopted wrapper approach, in which stepwise backward elimination method is used to select a proper subset of attributes for each of 5 different classification algorithms such as decision tree, artificial neural network, logistic regression, Bayesian network, and Naïve Bayes. To build a decision tree model, we used C4.5 algorithm which has showed good performance in previous researches. The parameters of artificial neural network such as learning rate, momentum, epoch, and the number of hidden-layer were set to 0.3, 0.2, 50, and 1, respectively. The parameters of the other classification algorithms were set to the default values in Weka. Having built classification models using the 5 classification techniques, we evaluated and compared their classification results obtained from 5-fold cross-validation. Experimental results are described in Section 4.
4) Ensemble classification model
With the 5, 6, and 7 variables selected as a result of building plain models in 3M, 6M, and 12M dataset, respectively, we then applied both stacking and bagging techniques in a row to the best 4 base classifiers after removing the worst base classifier in each dataset to get more reliable results. Both stacking and bagging are ensemble approaches which combine the results of multiple classifiers. In general, ensemble classifiers have been reported to result in better classification than a plain classifier [35] [36] [37] . The rationale of ensemble classifier is that making a decision after combining the results of several classifiers would be better than making a decision solely based on a single classifier, as we ask for the opinions of several doctors before undergoing a serious surgical operation. Stacking and bagging are different in some aspects. Their first difference is that bagging uses multiple classifiers of same type, while stacking uses multiple classifiers of different type. Another difference between them is that bagging combines models built from multiple training datasets each of which is obtained by sampling with replacement from a single dataset, while stacking combines models built from solely one training dataset. With the expectation that we can build a more reliable classification model, we proposed stacking-bagging method which is an ensemble of ensembles. In order to combine results from the plain classifiers, we used the majority voting which has been adopted in ensemble models generally.
The dataset representing one of 3M, 6M, and 12M is used for 5-fold cross validation, as we did to build plain models. That is, dataset is partitioned into 5 sub-datasets, and one is reserved to be used as a test dataset, while the rest is used to build an ensemble model. Another sub-dataset is then reserved as a test dataset and the rest is used to build another ensemble model. This repeats 5 times. Experimental results are given in Section 4.
Experiments for Sequential Pattern Analysis
1) Preprocessing
Since we want to find sequential patterns that occur during the whole period (If we have a huge amount of patient data, it would be better to change the size of the time window for sequential patterns to X month or to Y year, dynamically) of dataset (i.e., 18 months, from January 1, 2007 till June 24, 2008), we arranged duplicated patient-IDs in ascending order of their date of visit. Each record contains the name of disease which patients have on the date of visit. Since our dataset contains many patients who have only one disease, the 2) Parameters for sequential pattern analysis To conduct our sequential pattern analysis, we used SAS ver. 9.1 Enterprise Miner (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). As mentioned above, we used patient-ID, date of visit, name of disease as ID, sequence, and target variables, respectively. Because of the small number of transaction for each patient-ID, we set time window to be unlimited in order to find sequential patterns that may span the whole period of the dataset. In sequence dataset 1, 2, and 3, we set the minimum support to be 1%, 3%, and 6%, and the minimum confidence to be 10%, 15%, 35%, respectively.
III. Results
Results from Plain Classification Models
Eleven experiments for each of the 5 data mining techniques, or a total 55 experiments in each dataset were conducted for classification analysis. Figure 1 depicts the average of classification accuracy obtained from each data mining technique with stepwise backward feature elimination in 3M, 6M, and 12M datasets. From this figure showing the fluctuation of classification accuracy as the number of input variables decrease, we can see that the highest classification accuracy was acquired when we used the most influential 5 to 7 variables in most cases for our data sets.
For the experiments with 3M dataset, the best classification accuracy (72.84%) was achieved by artificial neural network with first 5 input variables. Decision tree, logistic regression, Bayesian network, and Naïve Bayes show their highest classification accuracy (71.84%, 71.84%, 72.51%, and 70.85%, respectively) with the first 4 (or 6), 5, 8 (or 9) , and 8 variables, respectively.
For the experiments with 6M dataset, the best classification accuracy (73.03%) was achieved by decision tree with the first 9 or 10 input variables. Logistic regression, artificial neural network, Bayesian network, and Naïve Bayes show their highest classification accuracy (72.69%, 72.92%, 72.85%, and 71.22%, respectively) with the first 5, 3, 8 and 9 variables, respectively.
For the experiments with 12M dataset, the best classification accuracy (78.69%) was achieved by logistic regression with the first 7 input variables. Decision tree, artificial neural network, bayesian network, and Naïve Bayes show their highest classification accuracy (77.42%, 76.38%, 78.32%, and 75.19%, respectively) with the first 5, 6, 8, and 8 variables, respectively.
From the results of plain classification models, we can see that generally most data mining techniques achieve their best performance with first 5, 6, and 7 variables in 3M, 6M, and 12M dataset, respectively. Therefore, we used these variables in each dataset to conduct further experiments. In all datasets, classification models maintain their classification accuracy to some extent as the number of input variables increases except logistic regression and artificial neural network. To build the stacking-bagging method, the best 4 plain classifiers were used after removing the worst plain classifier -Naïve Bayes in 3M dataset and artificial neural network in both 6M and 12M datasets -for better performance.
Results from Ensemble Classification Model
As shown in Table 3 , stacking-bagging method proposed in this study outperformed all the best plain techniquesartificial neural network in 3M dataset, decision tree in 6M dataset, and logistic regression in 12M dataset. In addition, stacking-bagging method also outperformed the bagging of each best plain technique, and stacking in all three datasets except only stacking in 12M dataset. Although stacking method outperformed stacking-bagging method a little bit only in 12M dataset, we can see that stacking-bagging meth- 
Results from Sequential Patterns Analysis
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, we set the minimum support as 1%, 3%, and 6%, and the minimum confidence as 10%, 15% and 35% in sequence dataset 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Since it is hard to derive sequential patterns with high support from real world data in medical domain and the proper minimum support depends both on the characteristics of problems to be solved and on the policy of the institute which will use the sequential patterns, we set the minimum support to a low value, similar to the one which other researchers have set [26] . Although the minimum support is low, the sequential rules found in this study may carry a significant meaning in preventing foreseeable diseases of revisiting patients. Since not all of the sequential rules are appropriate to predict other possible diseases, selecting useful and meaningful sequential patterns should be conducted carefully. For example, when considering the sequential patterns of length 2, since many patients have cold which is a relatively common disease, it seems that sequential patterns of length 2 including cold are meaningless. So, we did not report them in Table 4 . However, when considering the sequential patterns of length more than 2, 'cold' which is associated with other diseases in those sequential patterns may be used to predict foreseeable diseases, as the 9th, 15th, and 16th sequential patterns in Table 4 . As shown in the Table  4 , total 16 sequential patterns were found. From the identified sequential patterns, we can know that hypertension and bronchitis are frequently associated with other diseases. For instance, other diseases such as hyperlipemia and diabetes mellitus can lead to hypertension, and vice versa. Furthermore, we calculated the average time gap (represented in parenthesize at the end of each sequential pattern in Table  4 ) between antecedent and consequent diseases in each sequential rule. This time gap can be used to predict when the associated diseases may arise from the antecedent diseases approximately.
IV. Discussion
Much data has been accumulated in many organizations. Al- Keunho Choi et al though we have been saying that data is an important asset, they are still not utilized to its maximum extent. Recognizing that most public health centers collect medical records of visiting patients every day without attempting to utilize it, we discussed with the staffs of a public health center in Korea and decided to analyze its data in order to enhance the managerial efficiency of the center and to help the center provide better medical service to its patients.
Through the analysis of the public health center, we aimed to find answers to the following questions: 1) Can we predict whether a patient will revisit the center?; 2) Can we suggest foreseeable disease to the patients who revisit the center? We built 12 different classification models and compared their classification accuracy to find a solution to the first question in each dataset and carried out sequential pattern analysis to provide an answer to the second. From the results of our classification analysis, we found out these: 1) in general, most influential variables to determine whether a patient of a public healthcare center will revisit it or not are personal burden, insurance bill, period of prescription, age, systolic pressure, name of disease, and postal code; 2) the best plain classification model is dependent on the dataset (i.e., artificial neural network in 3M data set, decision tree in 6M dataset, and logistic regression in 12M dataset); 3) stacking-bagging method outperformed all the best plain techniques, bagging of each best plain technique, and stacking in all 3 datasets except only stacking in 12M dataset. On average, stacking-bagging method also can give better performance (75.31%) than the best plain technique (74.87%), the best bagging (74.42%), and stacking (74.39%). From the results of our sequential pattern analysis, we were able to derive 16 sequential patterns among the diseases of revisiting patients. Some of the 16 sequential patterns which may not be well known to general practitioners can give them new insights on predicting foreseeable diseases of patients and providing them with adequate precautionary measures.
In sum, classification models and sequential patterns can help public healthcare centers plan and implement healthcare service programs and businesses which are more appro- priate to the local residents, and encourage them to revisit public health centers. In addition, central government can allocate budget and manpower more efficiently and effectively according to the healthcare demand of each local residents estimated by the classification models and sequential patterns. Our study has a few limitations. Firstly, we analyzed data from only one Korean public healthcare center, so the number of instances in our dataset may not be sufficient to make better induction. Secondly, the data used in our study need to be integrated with those from the hospitals which the patients visited after visiting the public healthcare center, so that more diverse analysis can be conducted with the integrated data. Nonetheless, we believe that such experiments as conducted in our study deserve to be paid attention of public healthcare sector where a huge amount of data still remains unused.
